
Swallows and Amazons  

Chapter 4 

Answers  

1. On page 47, why did John stay in the Swallow? John stayed in the Swallow to hand out the stores.  

2a. On page 48, what did Roger discover whilst exploring the island? Life. Someone had been on the island 

before.  

2b. What evidence suggests this is true?  

 Turf had been dug up.  

 A neat positioned ring of stones.  

 Ashes of an old fire.  

 Two stout forked sticks had been driven into the ground and built around the heavy stones.  

 A long stick was lying across the fireplace in the forks of the two upright sticks, so a kettle could be 

hung over the fire.  

 Close by the fire there was a neat pile of dry sticks all broken about the same length.  

 Someone had had a fire here, and someone was meaning to have a fire again.  

3a.Look on pages 48 and 49.  

Which word is closest in meaning to the word `natives`?  

 An animal  

 A person/human  

 An alien  

Knowledge :  A `native` is a person who is not a member of a crew of sailors, explorers or pirates.  

3b. How do the crew know the natives are no longer on the island?  

They searched the northern end and southern part of the island and there was no sign of human beings.  

3c. What does Titty think may have happened to them? They may have been killed or eaten by other natives.  

4. Which word is closest in meaning to the word `taut`?  

 Loose  

 Hard  

 Tight  

5. What advice of Mother`s were the crew grateful of whilst setting up camp? They were grateful of Mother`s 

advice to weigh down the tent with stones. They could never have driven pegs into the ground.  

6. Look on page 50, why did Captain John want to change the landing - place of the Swallow? Locate two 

pieces of evidence.  

 Everyone can see it from mainland.  

 High winds may be a risk.  

 

Look on page 52 

7a. What was the signal if they get her in? A whistle.  

7b. Why did they not bother putting the sail up? It`s no point putting the sail up just to take it down again. 

They were travelling such a short distance so there is no point.  



7c. Why was the Swallow hard to row? Swallow was a hard boat to row because of her keel and the ballast 

that made her so good a boat to sail.  She is not a rowing boat.  

Key knowledge  

The keel is basically a flat blade sticking down into the water from a sailboat's bottom. It has two 

functions: it prevents the boat from being blown sideways by the wind, and it holds the ballast that 

keeps the boat right-side up. 

Ballast is material that is used to provide stability to a vehicle or structure. Ballast, other than cargo, 
may be placed in a vehicle, often a ship or the gondola of a balloon or airship, to provide stability. ... 
Water should move in and out from the ballast tank to balance the ship. 
 

8. Look on page 55, why was this the perfect harbour for Swallow? Locate two pieces of evidence.  

 The rocks go so far out.  

 The boat is well hidden.  

 If they are overpowered by enemies they can escape the island easily.  

9. Look on page 56, what does the phrase ` we all eat out of the common dish` mean? They share food from 

the same dish.  

10. What impression do you get of Captain John from chapter four?  

Give one impression, using evidence from the text to support your answer.  

Answers may vary - class teacher to assess.  

 

 

 


